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Pisces 21
Old and new combine
in a pure daysailer

ART PAINE

by Stan Grayson

T

here’s this old picture I have, a print made from
an original watercolor by marine artist Yngve
Edward Soderberg (1896–1971). In the picture,
a lone sailor in hip boots strides through marsh grass
to where his wooden knockabout—about 18', by the
looks of her—is moored close to shore. The sailor carries only a ditty bag and a small duffel. Who needs
more if one owns that ever-elusive craft, a boat entirely
devoid of “stuff”? The man in the picture has a simple
boat intended to deliver one thing: the pure joy of
being afloat, of harnessing the breeze with main and
jib to go, usually, nowhere in particular. He has that
rare craft: A daysailer perfectly adapted to local waters
and individual desires.
Boatbuilder Jean Beaulieu has given daysailers a lot
of thought. In 1999, a few years after he established
his Classic Boat Shop on Maine’s Mount Desert Island,

Beaulieu found himself wanting something bigger
than the boat he was then sailing. “What led to the
boat we call the Pisces 21,” Beaulieu remembered, “was
that I had always loved the Herreshoff 12½, and I raced
a Bullseye [a marconi-rigged, fiberglass 12½ with a
revised cockpit/deck layout] in the Southwest Harbor
fleet. But after my son was born, the Bullseye got a little
crowded.”
At the time, Beaulieu had recently finished off the
bare fiberglass hull of a Chuck Paine–designed Annie,
a 30' cruising boat. The results of Beaulieu’s two-year
project so impressed boatbuilder Tom Morris that he
offered the young man a job, and Beaulieu and his
wife, Margaret, promptly moved from southern Maine
to Mount Desert, further to the east. The Annie’s lines
had always reminded Beaulieu of a “12½ on steroids,”
and when he mentioned his desire for a daysailer larger

Above—Chuck Paine based his Pisces 21 design on the venerable Herreshoff 121⁄2 , scaling it up to the size of another Herreshoff classic
called the Fish Class. Here, builder Jean Beaulieu and his son, Sean, enjoy an outing near Mount Desert Island, Maine. Working as
Classic Boat Shop, Beaulieu has built a number of these boats in both wood and fiberglass.
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than the 12½ to Paine, the response was immediate.
According to Beaulieu, a Fish’s fully rigged wooden
“I have just the boat for you,” Paine said. “Something mast weighs about 160 lbs, while the Pisces’ carbonbigger that will perform even better.”
fiber spar weighs 68 lbs. The carbon-fiber jibboom
What Paine had in mind was Nat Herreshoff’s own weighs only 2 lbs, and a carbon-fiber main boom is
version of a bigger 12½ known as the Fish, similar in available in place of the standard aluminum version.
basic design and proportions but with a 16' waterline All spars can be painted to imitate wood (faux bois),
and a small cuddy cabin. According to Herreshoff and the work is so skillfully done that anyone would
chronicler Maynard Bray, both the 12½ (which is 16' assume the spars really are wooden. The strength of
overall) and the 20' 9" LOA Fish were derived from the the Pisces mast eliminated the need for the Fish’s runsame 1914 half model. That model scales out at about ning backstays, which were part of both the gaff and
18' overall—right in between the boats that were actu- marconi Fish rigs.
ally built from it. “I and others were surprised there was no exact model for the
Particulars
12½ or Fish boat,” he said.
LOA
20' 9"
The Seawanhaka Corinthian Yacht Club
LWL
16' 4"
commissioned the Fish class, and hull No.
Draft
2' 11"
788 was the first of 23 identical boats delivBeam
7' 2"
ered in 1916. With three exceptions, they
Sail area
260 sq ft
were all named for a species of fish, such
Displacement
3,250 lbs
Ballast
1,600 lbs
as ANCHOV Y, SHRIMP, and SARDINE .
J.P. Morgan owned SHARK . Theodore
Roosevelt’s cousin Emlen owned SNAPPER .
For obvious reasons, the new fleet became
known as the Fish class. All were gaff-rigged.
Chuck Paine based the Pisces (Latin for
“fishes”) on Mystic Seaport’s lines for the
12½, scaling up the drawings to approximate the Fish class’s dimensions. But the
new boat was never intended to be an exact
replica. “The most important change we
made,” said Paine, “[was that] the fairing
radius at the juncture of the keel and hull
was much reduced. The smaller radius
meant that almost the entire ‘height’ of the
Pisces keel is effective at reducing leeway.
The change also reduced the ’midship section’s frontal area. We had a tenet in our
office: ‘If it’s not there, the water doesn’t
have to go around it.’”
The improvement was possible because
the Pisces would be cold-molded using
thin layers of cedar. That eliminated the
need to sculpt the garboard planks (those
abutting the keel) of the plank-on-frame
12½ or Fish. Paine also realized that “if we
stretched out the fore-and-aft length of the
ballast casting, the boat’s center of gravity
got a little lower—never a bad thing.”
The revised ballast also reduced the
boat’s draft by 2" even as the hull’s stability
was somewhat increased. Further contributing to stability is the tapered carbon-fiber
32' 6" mast. It significantly lowers weight
aloft, which is important in reducing how
much a boat heels. “The mast makes the
boat discernibly stiffer,” Paine said.
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The Pisces 21 was not meant to be an exact
replica of a Herreshoff original. Paine says the
most critical difference is the Pisces’ smaller
radius where the keel meets the hull.
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Another difference between the Pisces and the Fish class is that the newer boat’s forestay attaches higher on the mast.
This increases the jib’s sail area, and thus moves the center of effort slightly forward to reduce weather helm.

I

t takes about a month to build a cold-molded Pisces
21 hull. “The stem, keelson, and transom are first
screwed to a male mold, and then we can start laying
the planks,” Beaulieu explained. Four layers of epoxycoated 1⁄8" western red cedar veneers are laid diagonally
over the male mold and vacuum-bagged to ensure an
even squeeze and thus an optimal distribution of epoxy.
The hull then receives five coats of epoxy and two layers
of fiberglass—one 6-oz and one 4-oz—for abrasion
resistance.
Decks are two layers of 5mm marine plywood epoxied together over laminated Douglas-fir beams. Like
the hull, the deck receives several coats of epoxy and a
A cold-molded Pisces 21 hull consists of four 1⁄8” layers of
western red cedar laid on opposing diagonals, vacuumbagged over the male mold. Total construction time is four
to five months.
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layer of 6-oz fiberglass cloth. It’s finished with Awlgrip
that includes a nonskid additive. There’s also an option
of gluing teak decking to the plywood.
Total construction time for a cold-molded Pisces 21
is four to five months. That’s roughly 30 percent more
time than is needed to build the fiberglass version that
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Paine raised the attachment point of the headstay,
increasing the jib’s sail area a bit and moving the sail
plan’s center of effort slightly forward. That reduced
weather helm. “We have a bit more on the jib and a little
less on the main,” said Beaulieu, who also pointed out
another difference in rig details between the Pisces and
the Fish: “The Fish had two forestays, starting at the
same point on the stem—the inner one to fly the jib,
the outer one for mast support.” With its stiffer mast, the
Pisces needs only one.
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Susan and Chick Bevier own the
Pisces 21 PEGGY B. Here, they
sail the boat on Gardner Lake in
Machias, Maine, soon after taking
delivery.

was introduced in 2005. Those boats have hulls and
decks molded by Morris Yachts, with Beaulieu and his
skilled crew doing the assembly, woodwork—teak or
mahogany may be selected—and the finishing. Options
include the signature molded sheerstrake that always
graced the Herreshoff 12½ and the later Fish class.

S

tepping aboard the Pisces 21 is like stepping back
in time, but with a twist: While the varnished
coamings, inner face of the transom, and cabin
doors combine with the painted surfaces and basic layout to evoke an era long past, there is no hull framing.
The rigging is color-coded braided line, not traditional
three-strand. Perhaps the most dramatically contemporary aspect of the Pisces, other than its carbon-fiber
mast with internal halyards, is the optional electric
inboard motor, which the majority of customers have
ordered in recent years.
The electric drive includes a 2½-hp motor and a
lithium-ion battery. This motor delivers impressive
torque and wonderful silence. An optional diesel offers
greater range and power, while consuming more space.
Folding propellers minimize drag under sail. Another
auxiliary power optional is a long-shaft outboard motor
mounted on a side bracket. (Beaulieu himself uses the
Torqeedo 1003 electric.) The outboard eliminates the
propeller aperture, and still moves the Pisces easily in a
calm, but it lacks an inboard’s instant availability.
The big cockpit of the Pisces 21 is impressive in its
ergonomic details. Paine echoed the Fish in angling
the coamings so they offer comfortable back support.
The cockpit sole is deep enough so one’s legs are not
uncomfortably positioned when seated, and is fitted
with a centerline foot brace. Inside the cabin are wide,
useful shelves port and starboard, and there’s room for
a portable toilet as well. One soon appreciates the functional advantage of that pointed cabin as it makes for a
roomier foredeck.
The cabin’s storage space is augmented by a watertight lazarette aft. Additional space and flotation are
provided by a similar bow locker.
Sailing Pisces first requires removing the beautifully

made cover that extends from
forward of the mast to the transom, entirely protecting the
cockpit, which is not self-bailing.
After removing sail ties, up goes
the mainsail, tensioned with a
little bronze halyard winch on
the cabintop. After casting off the
mooring, we haul the green line
that unfurls the optional rollerfurling jib. “Green is for ‘go,’
red is for ‘stop,’” said Beaulieu
of the furler’s color-coded lines.
In seemingly no time, the Pisces is off and away.
This boat glides right along even in a knot or two of
wind. As the breeze increases, the boat lowers her shoulder and accelerates quickly. In a breeze that varied up
to perhaps 13 knots on the day I sailed, our boat speed
touched 6.7 knots. The boat was well balanced, and
responded to the smallest tiller input or sheet adjustment. Beaulieu, an experienced racer, competes with
his Pisces at the Northeast Harbor Yacht Club. Recently,
he convicingly won a PHRF race in a competitive fleet,
with Margaret and their son, Sean—who’s now 19—as
crew.
Racing aside, the Pisces 21 appeals most to those
looking for an entertaining, comfortable daysailer that
is neither too big nor too small, and is classically beautiful to look at. The self-tacking jib is handy, and the
light loads of the main and jib sheets contribute to easy
handling. An optional Dutchman sail-flaking system
for the comparatively large mainsail reduces clutter
when lowering, and makes furling easy. In sum, it’s a
recipe that has thus far resulted in the construction of
50 boats.
A new boat of this caliber—each essentially custommade—is an investment, with the cold-molded model
costing around $128,000 depending on equipment.
That said, knowing what they have—knowing the heritage, materials, and craftsmanship involved—Pisces
owners report great satisfaction with their purchases.
The term “heirloom” comes to mind. Inspired by the
work of America’s most renowned naval architect, artfully adapted by Chuck Paine, and beautifully built by
Classic Boat Shop, the Pisces 21 is a fascinating blend of
old and new. It’s a practical boat, a good value for the
money, and faithful to Herreshoff’s own preference for
an adult-sized daysailer that’s quick to get underway.
The sailor in Soderberg’s painting would understand
immediately.
Stan Grayson is proprietor of Devereaux Books in Marblehead,
Massachusetts. He recently wrote a book-length biography of naval
architect C. Raymond Hunt, A Genius at His Trade (reviewed in
WB No. 248 and excerpted from in WB No. 245).
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